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Chariots, dome, cathedrals, and religious shrines are what always come to mind any time Rome is
mentioned. Little do people know outside Rome that world's oldest region can also go with this era's
night-life industry. If you are preparing to check out Rome and want to check out more than purely
its old ancient locations, you could make up your times by jumping in Jet Set Roma.

Regarding Jet Set Roma

Jet Set Roma is dining place and night club situated at Piazza Elia Terracini, zone Laghetto dell'Eur.
This has been the single most preferred night clubs in the country and surpass other restaurant and
nightclubs because of the high-end environment. For Rome visitors, it could be the most promising
party night in Jet Set with its disco transformation. Not only do you get to dine in, you'll also get to
party like no other nights!

But, as with every other night clubs, they set an age limitation to their visitors. People under 25
years old are disallowed from coming into the nightclub except in a scheduled debut celebration.

Dates on Jet Set Roma

Jet Set Roma is not the place only to give a party for one night, they can also provide a life time
party experience. If you consider like rejoicing on your job promotion, birthday, farewell party, or any
other personal gatherings, you may call and book the invites from the night club's management. You
can easily communicate with them through their email.

The night club may just be strict to keep individuals less than 25 years or so old from getting into the
club at all times but it's an exception to the concept if the celebration if planned for a client
celebrating its 18th year.

Nightlife at Jet Set Roma

Jet Set Roma sets many get-togethers on what ever will go well with the season. As it is winter
season in Europe and the end of the year is arriving soon, Jet Set Roma is hosting their Winter
2011/2012 Season Opening up Evening Every week. This happens weekly from Thursday to
Sunday night and each night features an celebration different from the other nights. Buffet dinner
aperitif, live disco, and drink buffet is on list every Thursday and Sunday night. Friday evening is a
lowest  cost on the list of other nights with paying out only â‚¬15 but might exceed depending upon the
position of the dining tables. You can order 2 types of dinner buffet all through Saturday nights: Man
dinner or Woman menu.
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Looking for more info on a Jet Set Roma. Check out the following link to understand including
resource about a Discoteche Roma.
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